Executive Summary
On November 24, 2016, the government of Colombia and the biggest guerrilla group in the country, the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia-Ejército del Pueblo (FARC-EP), signed a final peace agreement. This accord put an end to the longest armed conflict in the Western Hemisphere and to long and convoluted peace talks. Over the course of more than four years, these talks went through ups and downs, including moments of real crisis-most profoundly when voters narrowly rejected the initial peace accord in October 2016, leading to several weeks of renegotiation.
With so many Colombians registering their disapproval and with implementation of the accord just beginning, can the peace process be considered a success? This paper argues it can be, in that it managed to achieve its main goal: to convince the FARC-EP to voluntarily set aside its weapons and start the transition to becoming a political party.
What elements of the process contributed to this success? While we believe it is too early to properly speak of "lessons learned" from the process, this paper highlights the key elements that seemed to have worked and those that made progress difficult. These elements are examined across the three distinct phases of the process: (1) initial clandestine talks at the border with Venezuela that started in the spring of 2011; (2) secret negotiations in Havana, Cuba, starting in February 2012; and (3) four years of public talks, which officially started in October 2012.
Across these three phases, the peace process involved a complex puzzle of mechanisms, advisers, facilitators, and experts, but several factors emerge as central, both to its successful resolution and to the problems likely to arise during implementation:
• A limited agenda: Previous talks with the FARC-EP had been burdened by an extremely long agenda that included many issues the public believed should not be settled in a negotiation with an insurgent group. Reflecting this experience, the agreed final agenda addressed just six issues.
• A peace process removed from Colombia: Cuba's hosting of the negotiations buffered the talks from the daily occurrences of war and politics in Colombia and provided a controlled environment. While this proved to be essential for the parties to come to an agreement, it left many Colombians feeling removed from the process and limited their sense of ownership.
• A strategic use of the international community:
The dialogue was guided by a central premise: this would be a process "for Colombians, by Colombians." This meant that the government tightly controlled the process and excluded the possibility of an external mediator. Nonetheless, the Colombian government reached out to and mobilized the international community. Cuba and Norway, as guarantor countries, are credited with much of the success of the process. Venezuela and Chile, as "accompanying" countries, provided needed regional support. And the United Nations, despite initial skepticism from both parties, gradually grew into a significant role and is now at the center of the peace accord's implementation. Although the involvement of these actors was essential to the successful outcome of the talks, it did not translate into wider legitimacy inside Colombia.
• A complex puzzle of mechanisms: The peace process consisted of numerous mechanisms and spaces that worked simultaneously. While the diverse channels of communication facilitated the achievement of an agreement, they also prolonged the talks, which proved to be politically costly.
• Limited participation: At first, the talks were not only geographically removed from Colombia but also were held with an unprecedented level of secrecy. The process slowly opened to experts, the press, and civil society, but participation remained controlled and limited. While this facilitated the negotiations themselves, it came at a huge political cost.
• The search for legitimacy: The Colombian government was much more effective at raising international support for the peace process than at convincing its own people about the importance of the agreement with the FARC-EP.
The campaign in support of the process came late and was woefully inadequate. With many still
Introduction
The government of Colombia and the biggest guerrilla group in the country, the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia-Ejército del Pueblo (FARC-EP), signed a final peace agreement on November 24, 2016. 1 This accord put an end to the longest armed conflict in the Western Hemisphere (over fifty years) and to long and convoluted peace talks.
2 The process had three distinct phases: (1) initial clandestine talks between envoys of the government of President Juan Manuel Santos and FARC-EP representatives at the border with Venezuela that started in the spring of 2011; (2) secret negotiations that took place in Havana, Cuba, and started in February 2012; and (3) four years of public talks, which officially started on October 18, 2012, with a joint press conference in Hurdal, Norway (see Figure 1 ).
The peace process, as is frequently the case, went through ups and downs, including moments of real crisis. Yet the strongest blow was the result of the plebiscite on October 2, 2016, when voters rejected the peace accord by a margin of less than 1 percent.
3 This brought preparations to start the implementation phase to a screeching halt and made evident the country's polarization. Many Colombians had been euphoric watching the (first) signing ceremony on September 26 th in Cartagena, attended by the UN secretary-general, multiple international dignitaries, and almost 3,000 guests; many others, however, rejected a deal they perceived as being excessively generous to the FARC-EP and had been displeased by what they thought was a distasteful celebration that minimized the importance of the vote that would take place a few days later.
In a statement on the evening of the plebiscite, former president (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) and current senator Álvaro Uribe, the leader of the opposition to the peace process, underscored that the victory of "no" should not be interpreted as a desire to return to war, but rather as the need to improve the accord. In the following weeks, government officials met with various representatives of the opposition, who presented a series of documents charting their desired modifications. 4 The government went back to Havana on October 22 nd after having distilled these down to 455 concrete proposals and started the renegotiation with the FARC-EP. 5 A new accord, which, according to the government and the FARC-EP, incorporated most of the requests of the "no" vote, was announced on November 12 th .
6
Although some analysts had initially been optimistic about the possibility of having a new deal that would satisfy Uribe and other leaders of the "no" camp, it soon became clear that there would be no "national dialogue" that fully embraced the process with the FARC-EP. 7 The government, therefore, decided to sign the new accord in a humbler ceremony at the Teatro Colón in Bogotá. The accord was then sent to Congress for approval, which happened easily: a week later, on November 30 th , the Senate and the House both unanimously endorsed the agreement after those who opposed it left without voting.
8
1 The November 24 th signing ceremony was, in fact, the second that had been held. The parties had already convened on September 26 th in Cartagena where they signed a first version of the agreement. This version, however, was voted down in a plebiscite, forcing the government and the FARC-EP to go back to the negotiating table. 2 The Colombian government has recently restarted dialogue with the one remaining insurgent group, the Ejército de Liberación Nacional (ELN), which is much smaller and less powerful than the FARC-EP; while the ELN has around 1,300 members, the FARC-EP has about 7,000 people in its ranks and the support of around 8,000 militia members. (Interview with Jaime Zuluaga, New York, May 2016.) There are also a number of other violent actors, including organized criminal groups and the so-called Bandas Criminales (BACRIM), which inherited many of the structures of the right-wing paramilitaries that demobilized in 2008. This makes it difficult to assert that the peace process with the FARC-EP will result in a cessation of violence in Colombia. 3 "Yes" received 49.78 percent of the votes, while "no" received 50.21 percent. The abstention rate was nearly 63 percent. Registraduría Nacional del Estado Civil, "Plebiscito 2 octubre 2016," available at http://plebiscito.registraduria.gov.co/99PL/DPLZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ_L1.htm . 4 "'Nos escuchan y los escucharemos,' pide expresidente Uribe," El Tiempo, October 2, 2016, available at www.eltiempo.com/politica/proceso-de-paz/palabras-de-alvaro-uribe-en-plebiscito/16716913 . 5 Vanesa Restrepo, "Gobierno recibió 455 propuestas de cambios al acuerdo de paz," El Colombiano, October 23, 2016, available at www.elcolombiano.com/colombia/acuerdos-de-gobierno-y-farc/gobierno-analiza-propuestas-de-cambios-al-acuerdo-de-paz-CF5227765 . 6 For the main changes in the two documents, see the official version of the government, in Spanish, available at www.altocomisionadoparalapaz.gov.co/procesos-yconversaciones/Documentos%20compartidos/21-11-2016-CUADRO-Propuestas-y-Ajustes-definitivo.pdf ; and the version of the Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA), in English, available at http://colombiapeace.org/2016/11/15/key-changes-to-the-new-peace-accord/ . 7 See Cynthia J. Arnson, "Peace in Colombia: Unexpected Reasons for Hope," Americas Quarterly, October 14, 2016, available at www.americasquarterly.org/content/peace-colombia-unexpected-reasons-hope ; and Nick Miroff, "Colombia's Opposition Wants to Modify Peace Deal-With a Scalpel, Not a Hammer," Washington Post, October 13, 2016, available at www.washingtonpost.com/world/colombias-opposition-wants-to-modify-peace-deal--with-a-scalpel-not-a-hammer/2016/10/13/542d11d8-9157-11e6-bc00-1a9756d4111b_story.html?postshare=251476383326982&tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.fb00a8c43db6 . 8 The final tally was 205 votes in favor and 0 against. "La histórica votación a la refrendación del acuerdo en el Congreso," El Tiempo, December 1, 2016, available at www.eltiempo.com/politica/proceso-de-paz/como-fue-la-votacion-en-congreso-para-refrendar-nuevo-acuerdo-de-paz/16763644 . The FARC-EP has systematically refused to use or accept the use of the term "disarmament" when used in reference to itself, arguing that it only applies to armed groups that have been defeated militarily. 10 For the agenda brought by the FARC-EP to the previous negotiations, see http://pdba.georgetown.edu/CLAS%20RESEARCH/Library%20and%20Documents/ Peace%20Processes/1998-2002/1999%20May_FARC_Agenda%20Comun%20para%20el%20Cambio.doc .
In spite of its decidedly anticlimactic denouement, this peace process finally achieved what four of the last six governments had tried-and failedto do: convince the FARC-EP to lay down its weapons and start a transition from an armed insurrection to a political movement. 9 This paper examines what elements of the Havana process contributed to a successful result. An incisive reader might wonder, understandably, if we can in fact claim such success: not only did a sizable part of the population manifest its disagreement with the accord, but much is still pending, and the implementation of the agreement faces significant challenges. While this paper argues that the Havana process can indeed be assessed, on balance, as a success, it also examines some of the mistakes that led to such a widespread lack of support among Colombians and the difficulties that arise from this division.
The Havana peace process involved a complex puzzle of mechanisms, advisers, facilitators, and experts that we describe in the coming pages. Besides explaining the mechanics of the process, this paper highlights three issues that proved to be central:
1. A limited agenda: Previous negotiations with the FARC-EP had been burdened by an extremely open and general agenda. 10 The problem was not only its length; by including issues such as the political or economic model that the country should have, these past agendas had given the FARC-EP a political legitimacy that many sectors in the country thought was undeserved. Including such issues also made the negotiations practically impossible; issues of this dimension could not be resolved in the time frame of a peace process. The agenda for the negotiations in Havana also represented an important innovation by making the end of the conflict the starting point for, rather than the result of, the structural reforms the FARC-EP demanded. The FARC-EP's change in position on this issue was a fundamental reason why the process in Cuba managed to arrive to an agreement.
A peace process removed from Colombia:
Cuba's hosting of the negotiations buffered the talks from the daily occurrences of war and politics in Colombia and provided the government with a controlled environment. While this proved to be essential for the parties to come to an agreement, it came at a high cost: for much of the process, many Colombians felt removed from the negotiations and had a limited sense of ownership, something shown clearly in the plebiscite results.
3. A strategic use of the international community: The dialogue was guided by a central premise: this would be a process "for Colombians, by Colombians." This meant that the government tightly controlled every aspect of the process and excluded from the beginning the possibility of a third or external party acting as a traditional mediator. Nonetheless, the Colombian government reached out to and mobilized the international community, both to contribute to the success of the process and to increase its legitimacy. While the role of many international actors (such as Norway, Cuba, Venezuela, Chile, and the United Nations, among others) was essential to the successful outcome of the negotiations, this support did not translate into wider legitimacy inside Colombia. It can be argued, in fact, that the government's success in gaining wide international support might even have been counterproductive, contributing to its inability to "sell" the process to Colombian citizens.
The period studied by this document ends on November 24, 2016, the day the peace accord was signed for a second, and final, time. Space and time constraints led us to focus on the mechanics of the process, and thus we do not examine the content of the accord. Neither do we analyze in depth the institutional architecture being created to implement the accord or the challenges that implementation will face. While we believe it is too early to properly speak of "lessons learned" from the process, we do highlight the key elements that seemed to have worked and those that made progress difficult.
Historical Background and Past Peace Processes
Colombia has been at war since the 1940s, when the two main political parties, the Liberals and Conservatives, engaged in a civil war known as La Violencia, which resulted in 200,000 people being killed. The power struggle between these two parties intensified after the assassination of the populist leader of the Liberal Party, Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, in April 1948. While the Conservative government of the time used the state apparatus to persecute them, Liberals organized into selfdefense groups.
11 A partisan pact known as the National Front was effective in stopping the violence by creating an extensive model of power sharing. However, this arrangement, which called for an alternation of the presidency between the two parties for sixteen years (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) and a division of all government posts between them, marginalized third parties.
12 In this context, many of the Liberal guerrillas transitioned into insurgencies with communist affiliations, including the FARC-EP.
Since the government of President Belisario Betancur (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) , almost every administration has engaged in peace negotiations with the FARC-EP or other guerrilla groups. The most important of these attempts was the process led by the administration of Virgilio Barco, which resulted in the demobilization of the Movimiento 19 de Abril (M-19) in 1990 and the creation of the political movement Alianza Democrática M-19. This first agreement paved the way for accelerating talks and an eventual peace deal with the Ejército Popular de Liberación (EPL) and some smaller groups such as the Movimiento Armado Quintin Lame (MAQL) and the Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores (PRT).
13
The FARC-EP engaged in three major peace efforts after the 1980s before the one that occupies us here. First, the negotiations known as "La Uribe" (named after the municipality where they were conducted) led to an agreement signed on March 28, 1984, which included a bilateral cease-fire and truce and a commitment by the parties to negotiate an end to the armed conflict.
14 The FARC-EP, in agreement with the Communist Party, then established the political party Unión Patriótica (UP), composed of former combatants and a number of social and political actors.
The Uribe Agreement, however, did not get the support it needed from key sectors of Congress, the country's most important economic groups, and the military. As the peace process slowly faded, at least 1,598 members of UP were systematically assassinated, including two presidential candidates: Jaime Pardo Leal and Bernardo Jaramillo Ossa.
15
Some counts, which include the murder of supporters of the UP, put this number at over 3,000.
16 Besides the profound crisis it created for Colombia, the targeted violence toward members of the UP also set a negative precedent for a negotiated peace, as it made evident the lack of security guarantees for those willing to disarm and transition into political life. These killings fed into the FARC-EP's skepticism, over the years, of the possibility of a negotiated end to the conflict; in the context of the latest peace process, it helps explain the request for a second UN mission with the mandate to "verify the reincorporation of the FARC-EP and the implementation of the protection measures and collective and personal security."
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The second major peace effort, the 1991 Tlaxcala and Caracas dialogues, took place during the
tenure of President César Gaviria (1990 Gaviria ( -1994 . These dialogues saw the FARC-EP, Ejército de Liberación Nacional (ELN), and Ejército Popular de Liberación (EPL) collaborate under an umbrella of guerrilla groups known as the Coordinadora Guerrillera Simón Bolívar. Under this umbrella, they worked on developing a common position for negotiations. For the first time, meetings were held outside the country and without a precondition of a cease-fire, representing a shift in the government's strategy. The negotiations, which were conducted while all parties continued their military campaigns, were inconclusive. Following the end of the negotiations, the guerrillas' coordinating body disintegrated.
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The third major peace effort began after civil society mobilized in what was called the Citizens' Mandate for Peace in October 1997 and collected 10 million symbolic votes supporting re-engagement in peace negotiations. This led President Andrés Pastrana's administration to start a peace process in El Caguán (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) . This process with the FARC-EP included the demilitarization of 42,000 square kilometers around the Caguán River basin, a jungle area in the south of Colombia. The process started inauspiciously on January 7, 1999, with a ceremony attended by thousands of guests and led by President Pastrana but without the presence of the FARC-EP's leader Manuel Marulanda Vélez (a.k.a. "Tirofijo"). The FARC-EP argued that there was a possible threat to assassinate Tirofijo and sent Joaquín Gómez on his behalf. Although Pastrana tried to minimize the impact of this absence, that empty chair was a looming symbol of the FARC-EP's weak commitment to engage in serious dialogue. This failed attempt came to an end on February 20, 2002, when Pastrana announced (to a mostly cheering country)
Box 1. What is the FARC-EP?
The FARC-EP was born out of La Violencia and was one of several communist and peasant self-defense groups transitioning into subversive guerrilla groups in the mid-1960s. In its first decade, the FARC-EP operated as a peasant self-defense group organized in a few detachments and maintaining ties with the Communist Party. Initially, as a small rural guerrilla group, the FARC-EP lacked military capacity. In 1973, it established a secretariat and created its first five military fronts (see below), but its operations remained limited to the peripheries of the country without much national influence.
Starting in the 1980s, the FARC-EP began to strengthen and increase the number of its fronts by taking advantage of new income sources including kidnapping, extortion, and taxation of illicit crops. By the end of the decade, the FARC-EP was estimated to have forty-eight fronts. In 1990, following the death of Jacobo Arenas, one of the founding members of the FARC-EP, the intellectual and military control of the organization remained mostly in the hands of Manuel Marulanda Vélez (a.k.a. "Tirofijo") who strengthened the military component of the organization. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the guerrillas expanded dramatically into key regions of the country, even amidst the intensification of the government's war on drugs.
The FARC-EP is organized into fronts, which are themselves divided into columns. The FARC-EP's secretariat is its highest decision-making body. The Estado Mayor Central is the leading body of the FARC-EP, chosen at the group's national conference, and has thirty-one members. The Estado Mayor Central chooses nine of its members to serve in the national secretariat, which is in charge of giving political and military direction between conferences.
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The FARC-EP's agenda has historically "reflected [its] overwhelmingly peasant origins. Since its founding, the FARC-EP has focused on issues of political exclusion, access to state resources, and national security strategies such as the role, orientation, and structures of the military and the police. Many of its critiques of the reigning political and social system denounce corruption, clientelism, poverty, and inequality." that the military forces were reentering El Caguán.
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There were many issues that worked against the success of El Caguán. First, the FARC-EP's proposed "Agenda Común por el Cambio hacia una Nueva Colombia" ("Shared Agenda for Change toward a New Colombia") was unwieldy; it incorporated twelve issues and forty-eight subissues, including the country's economic model, reforms to state institutions, and reforms to the justice and political systems.
22 It proved difficult to maintain the support of national business groups and traditional power holders for a negotiation model that proposed commitments toward a "new Colombia" and a "new state" before dealing with the question of demobilization and disarmament.
Second, the talks came at a time when the FARC-EP was at the apex of its military strength and territorial presence throughout Colombia. At the same time, President Pastrana's administration was negotiating Plan Colombia, a major package of security assistance from the United States, in order to bolster the state's ability to consolidate control.
Finally, negotiations were mostly slow and plagued by incidents such as the murder of three American citizens in March 1999, challenges to the international verification of the demilitarized zone, accusations that the FARC-EP was using the zone to regroup and cultivate illicit crops, and accusations that the government was promoting the strengthening of the paramilitaries. Indeed, the period of the talks coincided with a spike in paramilitary violence. El Caguán's legacy not only made the Colombian public skeptical of negotiations with the FARC-EP but also set a negative precedent regarding the role of international actors in peace processes in Colombia.
23 At the request of President Pastrana, in December 1999 Secretary-General Kofi Annan appointed Jan Egeland as his special adviser for international assistance to Colombia. While ambiguous and initially intended to promote support to complement US assistance to the Colombian government, this mandate gave Egeland some space to carve out his role as a discreet facilitator. He worked closely with a group of ambassadors from twenty-six friendly countries. The United Nations supported the creation of this group, but its large number of members, the ambassadors' lack of knowledge of peace negotiations, and the ambivalence of many of the capitals toward a guerrilla group accused of committing serious human rights violations limited the constructive role it could play. 24 The international climate became decidedly less friendly to engagement with armed groups designated as terrorists in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001, attacks against New York and Washington, DC. Egeland left his post in November 2001 after a series of incidents on the part of both the FARC-EP and the government nearly ended the process, and was replaced by his deputy, James Lemoyne.
25
Lemoyne was handed a moribund peace process. On January 9, 2002, after several attacks by the FARC-EP on the country's infrastructure, Pastrana gave the group forty-eight hours to leave the demilitarized area. Lemoyne took it upon himself to try to save the process, for the first time making the UN a protagonist in Colombia. Lemoyne, together with the French ambassador to Colombia (who served as the coordinator of a "facilitating commission"), met with the FARC-EP, which, under pressure from Lemoyne, agreed to the government's terms and to initiate a cease-fire. The goodwill that this last-ditch effort to save the process might have created disappeared less than a month later when the FARC-EP hijacked a domestic flight to kidnap a senior senator. This was the last straw after three years of frustrations during which the FARC-EP took advantage of the demilitarized zone to reorganize and strengthen its forces, and during which most of the time was spent negotiating an agenda for the negotiation.
The FARC-EP's intransigence was not the only 
Box 2. The paramilitaries
In addition to the government and the guerrillas, there is a third side in the Colombian conflict that, because of space limitations, we have excluded from this analysis: the paramilitaries. Although Colombia has a long history of diverse paramilitary forces, in current political discourse this refers to a group of right-wing groups that started to organize in the 1980s and became prevalent throughout the country in the 1990s.
Paramilitary formations have a long history in Colombia, but this iteration, despite some geographic variations, brought together a consistent ensemble cast: drug traffickers, wealthy landowners, business owners, regional politicians, and members of the state security forces.... Fueled by a zealous antiCommunism and ostensibly organized to fight the rebels, they more commonly massacred and terrorized innocent peasants accused of supporting the guerrillas.
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Following the signing of the 2003 Santa Fe de Ralito Agreement (named after the municipality where it was negotiated), paramilitaries engaged in a disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) process with the government of Álvaro Uribe. Many analysts, however, have described this more as a process of submission to the justice system than a peace process per se, and many of the paramilitary leaders were extradited to the US due to their drug trafficking activities before they could provide truth and reparations to their victims. Although it is difficult to ascertain with precision, many of the paramilitary structures are now used by what the government previously called Bandas Criminales (BACRIM). 27 The so-called "para-politics" scandal, which began in 2006, made evident the extent of the links between local and national politicians and these paramilitary forces; ultimately, forty-five congressmen and seven governors were convicted.
Given these links to paramilitary forces, one of the FARC-EP's central demands during the peace process was that the state show clear signs of fighting these organizations and limiting their influence on politics. The sentencing guidelines in the Santa Fe de Ralito Agreement, which established a maximum of eight years in jail for the paramilitary leaders, also became a reference point in the creation of the transitional justice system for the FARC-EP. The continued existence of these groups, many of which have promptly started filling the void left by the FARC-EP in certain regions, is one of the most serious challenges to successful implementation of the Havana peace agreement.
reason El Caguán failed; the government's "mistakes in the handling of negotiations, violence from spoilers, including from paramilitaries supported by rogue parts of security forces, coordination problems between politicians and the armed forces, as well as competition between different guerrilla groups have also contributed to the failure of previous talks." 28 The political message sent by Pastrana's decision to move forward with Plan Colombia, with its underlying military emphasis, also signaled a weak commitment to the peace negotiations. While few people know with certainty whether the FARC-EP's leadership was intentionally trying to end the peace process, by the end there was certainty that both sides lacked political will to fully commit to the negotiations. "Representatives of the international community who had played a part in exposing this hard reality were left wondering, not only whether intervening to avert the collapse of the talks in January had been the right thing to do, but also whether it might not have been a more healthy development in the long term if the Pastrana peace process had collapsed some two years earlier."
29

The Road to Havana
It would take almost a decade after the end of the El Caguán talks for conditions to be ripe for President Santos to successfully engage with the FARC-EP in negotiations; in fact, many say it was during that decade that the necessary conditions for a peace process were created. 30 The first of these conditions was, in the words of Daniel García-Peña, Colombia's former high commissioner for peace, that "the dialogue in Havana took place between two losers."
31
The debacle of El Caguán was the decisive force behind the triumph of President Uribe (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) and the immense popularity of his "democratic security" policy agenda, which aimed to "recover order and security," mostly through force.
32 Uribe embraced Plan Colombia, the American aid package initiated under President Pastrana that committed $8 billion "to seek peace, fight drugs, build the economy, and deepen democracy."
33 Plan Colombia had ambiguous results in terms of successfully curtailing the impact of drug trafficking and had a pernicious impact on human rights violations.
34 Nonetheless, it strengthened some sectors of the state, in particular by improving the logistical and intelligence capabilities of Colombia's security forcessomething essential to creating the conditions for the FARC-EP to come to the negotiating In spite of these powerful blows, and even though its membership declined from 20,000 at the end of El Caguán to around 7,000 today, the FARC-EP has never been defeated militarily.
37 By the time of the Havana negotiations, the FARC-EP had increased its military effectiveness, inflicting a steadily rising number of military casualties and strengthening its presence throughout the country, particularly in the periphery. According to the analysts Ariel Ávila and León Valencia, much of this re-strengthening of the FARC-EP responded to the directives of its new leader "Alfonso Cano" in his so-called "Plan 2010." This plan restructured the military organization of the FARC-EP, creating small, decentralized tactical combat units. These units focused on methods of war that proved to be more lethal, including the widespread use of antipersonnel mines and sniper fire and, more generally, an increase in military harassment tactics against the government's armed forces.
38 President Santos, given his experience as minister of defense, knew that even if the FARC-EP had been weakened significantly during the Uribe administration, the Colombian conflict remained a "mutually hurting stalemate"; a military defeat of the FARC-EP would take a very long time, if it was possible at all. The regional context in Latin America also facilitated the move toward dialogue. The arrival to power via the popular vote of a number of leftist governments in what has been known as the "Pink Tide" weakened the FARC-EP's case for armed revolution. Along these lines, Venezuelan president Hugo Chávez, who had a very close relationship with the FARC-EP (in fact, several members of its leadership had been living in Venezuela), pressured the guerrillas to engage in peace negotiations.
40 Moreover, through his book Peace in Colombia, Cuban President Fidel Castro had publicly urged the FARC-EP to disarm and become a political party, and he continued to exert pressure on them. 41 Other leftist leaders such as José Mujica, former president of Uruguay and a former member of the Tupamaro rebel group, also supported peace.
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Finally, political conditions in Colombia also favored the establishment of a peace process. The military advantage that Plan Colombia had brought early on seemed to have reached a plateau, and the scandal of the extrajudicial killings known as "false positives" had harmed the armed forces' legitimacy.
43 There was increasing pressure from foreign governments and the business sector to start a process that would create the needed stability in the countryside for foreign and national investors to work there with confidence. There was also a growing sense among the urban elites, supported by a network of international peace activists, that the cycle of war was exhausted and that the time was right for peace negotiations.
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It is in this context that President Santos started, in September 2010, the informal and confidential talks with the FARC-EP that would engender a secret phase of negotiations in Havana, culminating in a framework agreement signed on August 26, 2012.
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PRELIMINARY MEETINGS
The secret phase of the peace process began with an exchange of letters between Pablo Catatumbo, a member of the FARC-EP secretariat, and Henry Acosta, a Colombian economist who had facilitated contacts between Bogotá and the FARC-EP for many years, including during the Uribe administration. After Acosta reached out to President Santos soon after his inauguration in August 2010, Santos sent a message to the FARC-EP leadership inviting two of its representatives to meet with two emissaries from his government to start confidential discussions.
46 Four preparatory meetings took place between March and October 2011, first along the border between Colombia and Venezuela and then on a Venezuelan island.
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In these meetings, the members of the teams who would represent both sides were chosen: Mauricio Jaramillo (chief of delegation), Rodrigo Granda, Marcos Calarcá, Andrés París, and Sandra Ramírez from the FARC-EP, and Sergio Jaramillo (chief of delegation, and at the time presidential adviser on national security), Frank Pearl, Alejandro Eder, Jaime Avendaño, and Lucía Jaramillo from the government. Enrique Santos, the president's brother, joined them not as a formal part of the delegation but as a personal representative of the president and, given that he has known many of the FARC-EP secretariat members for years, as a good faith facilitator.
48 Elena Ambrosi, who worked with Sergio Jaramillo, would later join the government team as support staff, and other members of the adviser's staff in Bogotá would come at different times.
A crucial issue also decided by the parties was that Cuba and Norway would be the guarantor countries during the entire process. Cuba was chosen because it played a critical role in bringing the FARC-EP to the table and because its involvement heightened 49 "Fidel Castro, pendiente de las negociaciones con las FARC," Nuevo Arco Iris, August 28, 2012, available at www.arcoiris.com.co/2012/08/fidel-castro-pendientede-las-negociaciones-con-las-farc/ . 50 During the Pastrana administration's 2002 negotiations with the FARC-EP, Norway was part of a group of friendly countries that also included Canada, Cuba, France, Italy, Mexico, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and Venezuela. Norway has also been involved in negotiations with the ELN for a long time. 51 Interview with Gerson Arias, Bogotá, September 2016. 52 When both delegations first met in Havana, the Norwegians organized an informal reception to "break the ice, where both delegations could get to know each other before starting the formal sessions." Santos, Así empezó todo, p. 37. 53 "We have agreed…to develop the talks with the support of the governments of Cuba and Norway as guarantors and the governments of Venezuela and Chile as accompaniers. In accordance with the needs of the process and subject to common agreement, others may be invited." Acuerdo General para la Terminación del Conflicto y la Construcción de una Paz Estable y Duradera, August 26, 2012, Point 4, available at http://peacemaker.un.org/colombia-generalaccordendconflict2012 . 54 Dag Nylander was the principal representative of Norway to the talks, and Raúl Benítez was Cuba's delegate. They were both replaced by other staff from their ministries when they needed to be absent from Havana or had personal obligations. 55 Interviews with UN officials, diplomats, and mediation experts, October-December 2016. 56 For example, Norway and Cuba undertook intense bilateral efforts after the kidnapping of General Rubén Darío Alzate on November 16 th and the ensuing halt to the peace talks. Marisol Gómez Giraldo, "Noruega y Cuba, claves para sacar de la crisis proceso de paz con FARC," El Tiempo, November 18, 2014, available at http://m.eltiempo.com/politica/proceso-de-paz/noruega-y-cuba-claves-para-sacar-de-la-crisis-proceso-de-paz-con-farc/14844335 . 57 Interview with diplomat, Bogotá, November 2016. the process's credibility with the FARC-EP and neighboring countries.
49 Norway, similarly to Cuba, had a track record in supporting Colombian peace negotiations.
50 It was also selected as a guarantor based on its reputation and experience in peace processes, its neutrality (a key element for the FARC-EP), and its capacity to fund much of the process. It was also important that Norway is not part of the European Union and hence was free to provide funds to the FARC-EP delegationsomething EU members could not do, as the group was listed as a terrorist organization. 51 The first encounters along the border region and in Venezuela were held in the presence of a Norwegian representative, Dag Nylander, who was also present (along with Cuban representatives) from the outset of the secret talks in Havana.
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The parties never agreed on the specific role the guarantors would play in the talks.
53 What was decided was that they would attend the entirety of the discussions but remain silent. 54 In interviews with the authors of this report, people present during the negotiations described the contributions of the guarantor countries in multiple ways. Their presence during the formal negotiations guaranteed to the parties that the accord was a faithful reflection of what was discussed. As observers, they also brought an extra layer of formality to the table, making the parties more inclined to find conciliatory language. While neither Cuba nor Norway acted as a mediator or was allowed to provide input on the substance of the negotiations, they served as a "sounding board" for the negotiating parties along the sidelines of the formal talks, in what was described as "facilitation."
55
Both Cuba and Norway were particularly important during moments of crisis, especially when conversations seemed to be close to breaking down.
56 It was important to evaluate when there was a real possibility of one of the parties walking away from the table, as both sides used this threat as a negotiating tactic. The absence of a formal mandate for the guarantor countries worked in their favor in these crises, as there was flexibility in the way they were allowed to intervene, as long as they followed the guidelines they had established for themselves: that their efforts be transparent, that both parties know about them, and that they aim to advance the process.
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During this exploratory phase, there were also discussions about what role Venezuela should play when the formal negotiations began. Due to its influence over the FARC-EP and its role during the secret phase, there was consensus that Caracas needed to have a role in the public phase. The government, however, did not want to give them a role as a guarantor, which would have put president Chávez at the core of the processsomething unpalatable to many Colombians. The parties, therefore, created the role of an "accompanying country," and Venezuela designated Ambassador Roy Chaderton as its envoy. The Santos administration felt the need to balance this appointment by selecting Chile as a second accompanying country, given the ideological tendencies of the center-right government of then President Sebastián Piñera. Santiago appointed Ambassador Milenko Skoknic, who was replaced by Ambassador Luis Maira when President Michelle Bachelet was elected to a second (non-consecutive) term in 2014.
As accompanying countries, Venezuela and Chile were not present during the negotiations but went to Havana at the end of every cycle of talks to be briefed by the parties. When possible, they would discuss the process with the parties in an informal setting. Chile was arguably more marginal, having been less involved early on in the discussions, but the parties did take advantage of its experience on transitional justice to enrich their conversations.
58 Venezuela, first through Chávez and then through President Nicolás Maduro, had open lines of communication with the FARC-EP throughout the process. The fact that Cuba and Venezuela, the two countries ideologically closest to the leftist guerrillas, had been recurrent facilitators in Colombian peace processes was also strategic in starting the talks.
Many involved in the peace process agree that it would be difficult to imagine the success of the talks without the guarantors and accompanying countries, which represented one of the primary involvements of the international community in the process. Cuba and Norway in particular were key in terms of logistics, capacity building, trust building, and problem solving during crises; President Santos, Sergio Jaramillo, and representatives of the FARC-EP have publicly acknowledged the generous support and dedication of these two countries. While neither the guarantors nor the accompanying countries had much impact on the direction and substance of the discussions, they provided technical and financial assistance, moral support, visibility, and protection for the peace initiative, complementing each other to the point of becoming the core pillars of international support for the negotiations.
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It was also decided that the secret negotiations would take place in Havana and that the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) would be in charge of coordinating the transfer of the FARC-EP to Cuba. The FARC-EP initially wanted to have the dialogues inside Colombia, but the government, having learned from the experience of El Caguán, was firmly opposed to demilitarizing a portion of the country-an initiative that would have met with widespread popular opposition. The FARC-EP was intent on having the talks take place in Venezuela, but both Chávez and Bogotá opposed the idea. The government was also keen on limiting the number of people coming in and out of the talks, as well as access to the press. It was convinced that a certain level of isolation of the negotiating teams would shield the talks from the naturally swaying influence of national politics.
As such, Cuba was described as "the perfect host" by several members of the government team, and a diplomat who is very familiar with the process described Cuba as the "unsung stars of the peace process." The Cuban government played a crucial role both in dealing with the constant presence of fifty to sixty people in Havana and in hosting various meetings with advisers, envoys, and diplomats at the Cuban embassy in Bogotá. Cuba managed contentious issues behind the scenes with great political dexterity. Moreover, the island provided an unparalleled level of control over participants and their interactions with the media.
60
It is important to note, too, that the talks could only have been held in a country that could safely guarantee that its judiciary would not capture the FARC-EP members, who had outstanding international warrants for their arrest. 61 Cuba's role hosting the talks was a point of pride for the country and an effort by Havana to demonstrate a key diplomatic role in helping to achieve peace.
This level of isolation came at a cost, however. The disconnect between Colombia and what was happening in Havana for such a long period of time impacted Colombians' sense of ownership over the process and likely contributed to the result of the plebiscite. Nonetheless, several people close to the process affirmed to the authors of this report that without the distance that Cuba provided-a 58 Interview with diplomat, Bogotá, October 2016. 59 Kristian Herbolzheimer, "Innovations in the Colombian Peace Process," Norwegian Peacebuilding Resource Centre, June 2016, p. 8, available at www.c-r.org/downloads/NOREF_CR_Report_Colombia%20Innovations_final.pdf , 60 Interview with Gerson Arias, Bogotá, September 2016. 61 When the press conference was being organized in Hurdal, the Norwegian government was worried that a judge could produce an order to detain one or more of the FARC-EP members, as there were international warrants for their arrest. Plans were therefore set in place that had them coming in and out of the country as fast as possible. Members of the Colombian government expressed their unhappiness with the fact that their delegation was received on exactly the same terms as the FARC-EP, given that many had long-standing visas or even international passports. What to some seemed to be an effort by Norway to be egalitarian in its treatment of both parties resulted in the Colombian government being reaffirmed in its conviction that using an international mediator was not to its advantage.
distance marked by kilometers and deepened by difficulties accessing the Internet and the lack of quick access to media-the accord would probably not have been possible.
THE SECRET PHASE
The secret negotiations went from February 24 to August 26, 2012. There were initial complications over how to get Mauricio Jaramillo, who had replaced Mono Jojoy as the head of the Eastern Bloc of the FARC-EP, out of Colombia and to Havana. These were compounded by the death of the FARC-EP's commander, Alfonso Cano, on November 4, 2011, in a military action by the Colombian armed forces. But the FARC-EP sent a message to President Santos two days after Cano's death asserting that everything that had been agreed upon in the preparatory meetings stood. This was read by many in the Santos administration as an unequivocal sign of the guerrillas' full commitment to the peace process.
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Reassured, the government brought to Congress Legislative Act No. 1 of 2012, also known as the Judicial Framework for Peace ("Marco Jurídico para la Paz"). This constitutional reform opened the door to a transitional justice system following the disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) of illegal armed groups. It also stated that, within the framework of a peace process, these groups might receive differentiated treatment regarding their responsibility for their participation in the conflict. This legislative act was highly symbolic because, as had the Victims and Land Restitution Law of 2011, it acknowledged the existence of an armed conflict in Colombia. This was something President Uribe had refused to do, instead describing the violence as acts of illegal "narco-terrorist" groups attacking state forces.
The purpose of the secret phase was to construct a framework agreement that would guide the negotiations proper. In the words of one government civil servant, the greatest challenge was to build a joint agenda with the FARC-EP. 63 At the core of this agreement were the six issues included in the negotiation agenda: (1) a policy of comprehensive agrarian development; (2) political participation; (3) an end to the conflict; (4) a solution to the problem of illicit drugs; (5) victims' rights; and (6) implementation, verification, and endorsement of the agreement. 64 The agenda was a compromise between the core issues that interested the government-an end to the conflict and disarmamentand the twelve points of the FARC-EP's "Agenda for Change toward a New Colombia."
The agreement on this very limited agenda was, arguably, the biggest achievement that led to a successful process.
65 After a thorough review of lessons learned from the previous peace processes, the government knew that under no circumstances could it allow an agenda as long and general as the one the FARC-EP had brought to El Caguán.
66 For its part, the government had a clear goal for the negotiation: ending the armed conflict.
67 Although this might seem obvious, it was by no means a foregone conclusion: much of the FARC-EP's identity was anchored in its status as an armed actor, and it had always been opposed to even using the traditional terms associated with DDR, which in its eyes implied the acceptance of military defeat. The issue of "laying down of weapons" (our translation for the FARC-EP's favored "dejación de armas") was, according to several of those present, one of the hardest issues to agree upon in the secret phase-and, as is well known, in the public phase.
Closely connected to the possibility of agreeing on that common, limited agenda was the methodology that guided the process. The process was guided by a search for the middle ground between two opposite ways of understanding the conflict in Colombia: between the FARC-EP's "positive peace," which relied on the argument that there
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62 Henry Acosta argues that the killing of Cano was a serious mistake, as Cano was the political mind of the FARC-EP and had been pushing since 2010 for engagement in peace negotiations. Timoleón Jiménez, who replaced him, came from the more military wing of the FARC-EP, which Acosta argues can be seen in the nature and pace of the negotiations, which would have been more fluid and decisive if Cano had been present. (Acosta, El hombre clave). The absence of Manuel Marulanda Vélez (a.k.a. "Tirofijo"), however, was seen as an advantage by those who had been present in El Caguán, as he had often overturned the progress the negotiators had made there. The fact that the FARC-EP delegation in Havana had direct control over decision making was a major improvement over previous negotiations. As a result, the leadership had to convince its membership-something much easier in a highly hierarchical organization such as the FARC-EP. cannot be peace until there is full and complete social justice; and the view of "negative peace" traditionally held by the state, which understands peace merely as the absence of violence.
68 This led to the proposition that it was indispensable to start a process that would end the armed conflict in a "comprehensive and simultaneous way" so that Colombia could then engage in a long-term peacebuilding phase. Only in this phase, grounded in the advantages of living in peace, could issues such as inequality be addressed properly. Sergio Jaramillo, the high commissioner for peace, is credited with convincing the FARC-EP to accept this proposition-to abandon its understanding of the structural causes of violence as necessitating the perpetuation of war and instead to perceive the cessation of the conflict as an instrumental step toward improving material conditions.
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The two negotiating teams worked in a completely clandestine manner, almost never leaving their houses in the El Laguito sector of Havana, for fear of being discovered; at the beginning, not even the Colombian ambassador to Cuba knew the talks were happening.
70 To guarantee the complete confidentiality of the process, neither party was allowed to have computers or recording devices, and they took notes on a blackboard. Once there was agreement on a specific issue, they would go together to a nearby room that had an old computer provided by the Cuban government. Once the document was printed, they would read aloud the text to make sure it coincided with their originals. 71 In spite of the close quarters and the demanding pace of work, the meetings always remained very formal, with each side sitting on one side of the meeting table, and the Cuban and Norwegian representatives present throughout the discussions.
The parties met sixty-nine times before signing the framework agreement on August 26, 2012. The agreement stated that "nothing is agreed until everything is agreed" and committed the parties to the confidentiality of the table's discussions and to always issuing joint and mutually agreed statements.
THE PUBLIC PHASE The Mechanics
A day after the signing of the framework agreement in Havana, a copy leaked to the media. President Santos issued a brief statement acknowledging the talks and promising further information soon. process greatly resembled Jaramillo himself: judicious, well-documented, hermetic, and secretive.
78 Humberto de la Calle Lombana, the head of the government delegation, was chosen because of his great political and negotiating skills, talents that complemented well the cold intelligence of Jaramillo. According to those present at the table, on the FARC-EP side Timoleón Jiménez and Pablo Catatumbo showed more inclination toward compromise, while Iván Márquez and his adviser Jesús Santrich were much more hardline. At a press conference on October 18 th in Norway, where the process was formally announced, the great distance between the two sides became evident when Iván Márquez gave a speech criticizing Colombia's economic and political system, after which De la Calle gave a strong rebuttal.
Once negotiations started in Havana, they took place in three main spaces (see Figure 2) . The first, called the "3 x 3," consisted of a meeting of three plenipotentiaries from each side without the presence of any guarantor country or any other support staff. In those sessions, the hardest political struggles were fought. Once both sides had presented their "raw" political views on the topics, the discussions would move to the so-called "10 x 10 table," where each side would bring ten representatives and where the guarantor countries were present but would never intervene. The discussions at the table centered on what would constitute the substance of the accord. When those conversations were exhausted, the issue would move to the drafting commission, which was also formed by ten representatives of each side: two plenipotentiaries and eight support staff. The guarantors were also present in this commission.
The drafting commission used the "single-text" method, where both parties build one joint document. While during the secret phase the text was written on a blackboard and then copied to a computer, at this stage Elena Ambrosi had control of the government's computer and Jesús Santrich had the FARC-EP's computer. Each side would draft a proposal (supported by the experts they each had), and they would highlight in a different color the parts they had added to their original position as an acknowledgment of the other side's preferences. After a few exchanges where suggestions were incorporated, they would read aloud the final text-a moment, we were told, when there were frequent attempts to sneak in phrases that had been previously rejected and, in a soccer reference, "goals had to be stopped." If there was a remaining issue, the commission would then jointly agree to wording that pleased both sides. The process Figure 2 . Mechanics of Havana negotiations worked, with some variations, in twenty-day cycles during which both parties worked together in the mornings, while the afternoons were dedicated for each side to convene and work separately, sometimes with the help of outside experts.
Subcommissions
The negotiations were sequential, with the exception of a few cases where they took place in parallel: the work of the subcommission on gender; the so-called legal subcommission, which worked out some of the details of the transitional justice chapter; and the technical subcommission on the end of the conflict. While sequential negotiation was the logical result of the precept that "nothing is agreed until everything is agreed," mediation experts have said that a process with parallel tracks might have been more efficient and slightly alleviated the costs that such a prolonged negotiation had on its legitimacy.
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There were two moments when the speed and dynamics of the negotiation changed dramatically: the two so-called "conclaves" mandated by President Santos to accelerate the pace of the negotiations. These conclaves (one before the plebiscite and one after) also brought new voices to the table, as participants who were not part of the delegations joined the talks in the hope that they would bring fresh air and new perspectives. While the conclaves did help to find solutions, people who were present during these two moments also noted that the newcomers, who naturally did not have the complete context of the process, were sometimes more of an obstacle than an asset. During the conclaves the traditional dynamics of the process were upended, with meetings that often went from 8am until 11pm. While this rhythm could not have been sustained throughout the entirety of the process, some participants wondered if perhaps some changes to the dynamics of the regular negotiations could have produced results faster.
The subcommission on gender was created in September 2014 after women's and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) groups protested not only the absence of female plenipotentiaries at the negotiating table, but also the lack of a gender perspective in the content of the agreements that had been made public so far. Although women's groups had been vocally demanding the inclusion of a more thorough gender perspective in the agreement, a turning point came when a staffer of the Office of the High Commissioner for Peace participated in a UN seminar on women, gender, and mediation in Finland. During the event, this civil servant expressed her concerns that five years from now the Colombia case would be used as an example of a peace accord that totally ignored gender issues, and she pledged to go back and open the necessary space for gender advocates. The international community then facilitated visits by several experts on this issue to work with the parties in Havana. UN Women, for example, was asked by the gender subcommission to select and accompany five delegations of women and LGBT representatives, as well as experts on sexual violence in the Colombian conflict, to inform the work of the commission. 
Box 3. The facilitators
Throughout the process there were three men who came to be known as "the facilitators": Henry Acosta, who was central in exchanging the first messages between the government and the FARC-EP; the president's brother Enrique Santos; and leftist Senator Iván Cepeda. These three men advised the negotiating table and had important unilateral exchanges with each of the parties, but they mainly served a very specific purpose: they were direct channels of communication between President Santos and Timoleón Jiménez. This role, which was never formally defined and changed over time, was central to maintaining the political commitment of both sides and on occasion was indispensable to resolving issues at the table. the regular negotiations: it worked through the texts that had already been finalized by the drafting commission and introduced recommendations. These ranged from the incorporation of genderinclusive language to substantial issues such as the creation of a group in the Special Jurisdiction for Peace to study sexual violence. While the subcommission's recommendations were taken into consideration at the main negotiating table, there was no guarantee that they would be included (and not all were).
Beyond the specific recommendations of the subcommission, however, experts agree that the continuous presence of women and LGBT experts and advocacy groups in Havana during the process had a significant impact on the members of both delegations. It opened their eyes to the importance both of having women present at the table and of taking gender issues seriously-particularly for the FARC-EP, which has been accused of violating women's rights both within and beyond its ranks.
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Another issue that required a parallel track of work was transitional justice. The parties faced the task of designing a transitional justice system that would comply with the needs for both justice and peace-an arrangement that was acceptable to the FARC-EP while also respecting international legal obligations. Unsurprisingly, this was one of the most difficult issues on the negotiating table.
The first mechanism created to try to move this issue forward was the so-called "New York group," an informal group of experts convened by Norway (in consultation with the parties at the table) in early 2014. 82 The group began as an informal, confidential space to brainstorm possible solutions to the very difficult questions facing the negotiators on transitional justice. It also allowed the FARC-EP's two legal advisers for much of the processEnrique Santiago and Carlos Alberto Ruiz-to discuss and debate questions of transitional justice and international criminal law with other experts. The group met thirteen times over two years in different cities; the first meeting took place in New York, hence its name.
The members of this group produced (individually) short papers and think pieces on many questions related to the challenges of transitional justice. Some of these were shared informally with the parties in Havana. The group did not have a unified or official position vis-à-vis the topics it was studying, nor did it intend to come to consensus. Rather, the purpose was to have a pluralistic group that, in the midst of a polarized environment, could interrogate many specific questions-some of them very technical and legal-in an unconstrained environment. Because of its unofficial and confidential nature, the New York group sometimes served as a de facto backchannel for communication and a space to provide expert feedback on proposals being discussed in Havana.
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The group is credited with having come up with the idea of a special tribunal for peace, one of the cornerstones of the final accord's transitional justice model. It also played a central role in persuading the FARC-EP that the legal requirements in relation to justice for serious crimes were more than just a whim of the government and that without a serious and legally credible response to these crimes, the whole process could fail.
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A more formal subcommission on these same issues, which became known as the legal subcommission, was created in July 2015 at the request of President Santos. Given the Colombian public's impatience with the slow pace of the negotiations, the subcommission was intended to accelerate agreement on issues such as jail time for FARC-EP members and whether the military staff accused of human rights violations would be judged by the same tribunal as the FARC-EP. 85 The legal subcommission did not have a formal connection with the New York group, but that group's prior brainstorming helped to prepare the ground for the subcommission to advance toward a specific solution.
The members of the subcommission met in Havana and in Bogotá. In their last session they worked through the night in the hope that they would have an accord they could show to the parties at the table in time for the visit of Pope Francis to Havana on September 20 th , as the delegations had hoped to meet with him. Although the audience with the pope did not take place, this time pressure helped the subcommission to finally come up with the core principles that would be included in the final accord.
While the subcommission was extremely effective in breaking the impasse at the negotiating table, its relationship with some members of the negotiating team was not very good. Some members of the government teams were dubious that the agreement proposed by the subcommission, which did not include any jail time, would be palatable to the public. As time would show, this fear was well-grounded: many blame the absence of jail time as one of the reasons the accord could not gather enough support in the plebiscite.
The technical subcommission on ending the conflict was announced in a joint communiqué on February 12, 2015.
86 Its task was to present the parties at the table with a series of proposals on a bilateral cease-fire and the laying down of weapons. By mid-2015, the UN was asked to attend the sessions of the technical subcommission by sending a delegate, jointly with a representative from the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR), a demand of the FARC-EP. UNASUR appointed Uruguay's former defense minister, José Bayardi, a close friend of President Tabaré Vásquez.
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In August 2015, a small team accompanied the UN assistant secretary-general for political affairs, Miroslav Jenča, to Havana for the first formal encounter with the two parties regarding a potentially more permanent involvement of the UN in the process.
88 On August 13 th the secretarygeneral appointed Jean Arnault as his delegate to the technical subcommission following the July 12 th request by the parties.
89 Arnault had previously served as a special representative of the secretarygeneral in Georgia, Afghanistan, and Burundi and as mediator of the Guatemalan peace process and head of the UN Verification Mission in Guatemala (MINUGUA).
The Role of the United Nations
The UN team understood that its role in the technical subcommission was to provide technical support with a political vision.
90 It was also well aware that both parties had significant reservations vis-à-vis the UN; the Colombian government is no exception to the long Latin American tradition of emphasizing sovereign independence, and many still resented the UN because of its role in the El Caguán peace process. There was also still some resistance to what is perceived as international intervention after the widespread discussion in international circles (in the early 2000s) regarding whether Colombia was a "failed state." 91 The idea that Colombia would be listed next to Somalia and Haiti in terms of state capacity was deeply offensive to many Colombians and signaled a profound misunderstanding by the international community both of the nature of the Colombian state and of the conflict in the country.
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These reservations were compounded by the perception of some sectors of the government that the UN was an intruder that was unfairly scrutinizing the country, in particular through the reporting of the Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights (OHCHR) on paramilitary and army violations. Some sectors of the armed forces 86 Virginia Bouvier, "30 th Cycle Begins with New Changes at the Peace Table," Colombia Calls, October 27, 2014, available at https://vbouvier.wordpress.com/2014/10/27/30th-cycle-begins-with-new-changes-at-the-peace-table/ . 87 UN officials recounted how, while both UNASUR and the UN participated at the beginning of the work of the technical subcommission, it soon became evident that the UN had much greater technical capacity and more resources to support its work. After a while, UNASUR stopped being part of these meetings, and the UN became the only international organization involved in the technical subcommission and the subsequent tripartite mechanism. Interview with UN official, New York, October 2016. were also convinced that the UN was close to the FARC-EP and, more importantly, that if the UN were to become involved in the peace process it would promote a downsizing and ultimately a dismantling of the regular Colombian armed forces.
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The FARC-EP, for its part, had little prior contact with the UN and saw it either as a proxy for the government or as an extension of US policy.
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Colombia's long-standing unwritten policy prohibiting UN engagement with non-state armed groups hindered the FARC-EP from gaining accurate knowledge of the UN system. 95 This meant the main referent the guerrillas had for the UN was the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), which has been at the forefront of eradicating crops of illicit use, thus directly affecting the coca growers who are a large support base for the FARC-EP. Given the UN's historical presence in the country and its history of collaboration with the Colombian state, the FARC-EP believed it would be impossible for the UN to be a neutral party.
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Arnault and his team were very cautious and careful to respect the government and FARC-EP's desire to retain full control of the process. In order to fulfill its role in the technical subcommission, the UN quickly identified military advisers and experts in DDR who could assist Arnault in Havana and help provide substantial technical inputs into the discussions.
97 The UN's readily available technical expertise helped win the trust of both parties and ultimately led to the organization becoming more involved, to the point of helping draft parts of the final agreement on monitoring and verification.
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UN COUNTRY TEAM SUPPORT
Participating in the technical subcommission was not the first role the UN had in the Havana peace process. The UN has had a large presence in Colombia since the 1990s, with over 2,000 staffers.
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After the collapse of the El Caguán negotiations, the UN system played an important role preserving space for people who wanted a negotiated peace process, in particular by supporting local peacebuilding initiatives in the regions:
A multi-donor programme named Recon ciliation and Development (REDES) opened local offices in the areas hardest hit by conflict to support local communities trying to build new livelihoods. The UN system operated on a simple premise: that peace can be built locally even in the most violent scenarios, if emphasis is placed on addressing the political, social, economic and racial causes of conflict. As a result, local authorities and hundreds of civil society organizations (including women's organizations) strengthened their abilities to design social policies and advocate for their communities.
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The UN has also played an important role in voicing the need to address the root causes of the conflict, in particular through two human development reports: Callejón con Salida ("Exiting a Dead End") and Colombia Rural: Razones para la Esperanza ("Rural Colombia: Reasons for Hope").
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While negotiations were ongoing in Havana, the UN led the formulation of an early post-signature stabilization strategy to address the immediate aftermath of conflict. This strategy aims to increase confidence in the peace process and the state, prevent new armed violence, and prevent emerging social conflicts and tensions from turning violent. donors.
Before a final agreement was reached, UN agencies were also asked to support the implementation of agreed humanitarian and confidencebuilding measures. The UN Children's Fund (UNICEF) and International Organization for Migration (IOM), for example, were asked to support the preparation of a protocol to release all children in the FARC-EP's ranks. Technical support was sought from the UN Mine Action Service (UNMAS) for the implementation of a humanitarian demining agreement and from the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), the International Organization for Migration (IOM), and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) for a pilot project to substitute illicit crops.
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Through UNDP and the Office of the UN Resident Coordinator, the UN also played a key role in facilitating regional working tables and forums for citizen participation (see detailed discussion below). This role allowed the UN to start carving out some space for itself in the process, showcasing a side of its work that was nonintrusive.
103 Crucially, the forums provided an opportunity for the UN to have some of its first contacts with the FARC-EP; each time a forum ended, the resident coordinator would go to Havana to deliver the records of the conversations to the parties. Although the UN was not asked to present these records formally to the parties at the table, there were conversations on the margins with both parties. With time, this helped build trust and opened doors for the UN to become more present in activities related to the peace process.
Perhaps the most visible and complicated task the UN was assigned was, in partnership with the Universidad Nacional and the Colombian Episcopal Conference, to select and organize visits from delegations of victims to Havana.
104 At a time when the talks were still very secretive, the victims were the first outsiders to come to the negotiation table.
105 Between August and December 2014, five delegations of twelve victims traveled to Havana and met with the parties. Political tensions and controversies over the process for selecting the victims' representatives threatened to destabilize, and even to halt, the negotiations. The United Nations, the Catholic Church, and the Universidad Nacional received wide-ranging criticisms and accusations questioning their impartiality in this process.
106 For instance, there were concerns regarding whether armed actors, such as the military, could be considered victims and therefore participate. The government argued that members of the public security forces should not be excluded, because they had been directly affected by the hostilities.
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Meanwhile, the FARC-EP argued that, if this were to be the case, jailed guerrillas should also be taken into account. Opposition also came from civil society, including victims of the guerrillas, who went to a national forum in Cali organized by the Office of the UN Resident Coordinator and Universidad Nacional to voice their concerns regarding perceived imbalances in the delegations to Havana in a widely publicized protest. The forum in Cali was temporarily suspended because of quarrels between groups of victims, which may have been fueled by those attempting to delegitimize the talks. www.mesadeconversaciones.com.co/sites/default/files/Comunicado%20Conjunto,%20La%20Habana,%2017%20de%20julio%20de%202014,%20Versi_n%20Espa _ol_0.pdf . 105 In June 2014, both sides announced a declaration of principles outlining their commitment to ensure victims' rights to truth, justice, reparations, and guarantee of non-repetition. UNDP, "Primera delegación de víctimas viaja a La Habana a encuentro con la Mesa de Conversaciones," August 15, 2014, available at www.co.undp.org/content/colombia/es/home/presscenter/articles/2014/08/15/primera-delegaci-n-de-v-ctimas-viaja-a-la-habana-a-encuentro-con-la-mesa-deconversaciones-.html . 106 The government and the FARC-EP asked those choosing the victims' representatives to be balanced and pluralist when doing so and clarified that they could make recommendations if necessary. Some therefore highlighted that the UN, Catholic Church, and Universidad Nacional did not have total freedom to define who went and who did not. "Víctimas en La Habana: Los que fueron y los que faltaron," Verdad Abierta, December 18, 2014, available at www.verdadabierta.com/procesos-de-paz/farc/5555-victimas-en-la-habana-los-que-fueron-y-los-que-faltaron . 107 Marco Alberto Velásquez Ruiz, "Víctimas en La Habana: El momento decisivo del proceso de paz," Razón Pública, August 11, 2014, available at www.razonpublica.com/index.php/politica-y-gobierno-temas-27/7811-v%C3%ADctimas-en-la-habana-el-momento-decisivo-del-proceso-de-paz.html . 108 Interviews with UN officials, New York and Bogotá, October and November 2016; "Inconformismo en primera sesión de foro de víctimas en Cali," El Espectador, August 3, 2014, available at www.elespectador.com/noticias/nacional/inconformismo-primera-sesion-de-foro-de-victimas-cali-articulo-508385 .
was perhaps inevitable that there would be dissatisfaction with the process-something that was particularly costly in political terms for the UN. Despite these issues, the victims' visit to Havana was a watershed moment, according to those present at the table. What was described as the "overwhelming generosity of the victims" in their interactions with the delegations generated unexpectedly moving and powerful moments. In fact, many credit these visits for the FARC-EP's radical change of position on the issue of victims.
When the press asked Jesús Santrich in the Hurdal conference if the FARC-EP would ask for forgiveness, he ironically sang "perhaps, perhaps, perhaps," showing a lack of concern on this issue. By the end of the talks, the FARC-EP's position was significantly different; Timoleón Jiménez apologized to the Colombian people in his speech at the signing in Cartagena, and members of the FARC-EP's leadership have participated in a series of local acts of contrition with victims of some of their most awful crimes.
UN MISSION IN COLOMBIA
On January 19, 2016, the government of Colombia and the FARC-EP issued a joint communiqué,
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and Colombia's permanent representative to the UN sent identical letters to the UN secretarygeneral and president of the Security Council,
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asking the Security Council to establish a political mission composed of unarmed international observers from the region. Just six days later, the Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 2261 establishing the UN Mission in Colombia for a period of twelve months.
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The political mission was mandated with two main tasks: (1) monitoring and verifying the laying down of arms; and (2) th . This resolution also accepted the recommendations put forward by the secretary-general in his report on the UN mission, including a cost-sharing agree ment for the MVM's operation. 113 It is important to note that while the UN is one of three components of the MVM in charge of monitoring the cease-fire-together with the Colombian government and the FARC-EP-it is solely responsible for guaranteeing the process of laying down weapons. By directly involving the mission in both of these tasks, the mandate was intended to contribute to building trust and enhancing post-conflict stability.
The UN's involvement in the MVM was an interesting illustration of its gradually deepening role in the peace process. When Arnault and his team were summoned to Havana in August 2015, the parties had already designed this mechanism. Rather than seeing this as constraining the role of the UN, Arnault welcomed it; by involving the government and FARC-EP in the monitoring and verification process, the UN could take advantage of their knowledge of the field, especially given the context of an active conflict with numerous security issues. This also allowed the extension of the "magic of cooperation that is usually created during the negotiation process" to those outside of Havana.
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The final agreement between the Colombian government and the FARC-EP also stated that the parties will ask the UN, through the General Assembly, to establish a second political mission to verify the reintegration of ex-combatants and ensure their protection. 115 It stated that, given the importance of a verification mechanism during the implementation phase, this new mission should function for at least three years.
Conversations on the possibility of deploying a UN mission and the type of assistance the UN could provide had already started by the second half of 2013 when the high commissioner for peace, Sergio Jaramillo, initiated exploratory contacts through the Office of the Resident Coordinator in Bogotá and at UN headquarters. In the course of 2014, meetings continued discreetly, both because of internal resistance within some sectors of the government and because no formal decision had been taken as to whether the UN would be asked to participate, and under which format. Nonetheless, UN and government officials interviewed for this report believe that Sergio Jaramillo, the main architect of the process, had planned for such a role for the UN from the outset. They see him as part of a sector within the government that had "secret sympathy for the UN, but [was] worried about upsetting the hard-liners," in particular the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which was very skeptical about the UN's possible role in the process.
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In quiet meetings with Sergio Jaramillo in New York, high-level UN officials presented options for the mission design-both orally and by producing a number of non-papers that were often informally shared with the parties.
117 Throughout the process there were extensive interactions between UN headquarters and the Colombian government, including: a retreat in Bogotá attended by members of the Department of Political Affairs (DPA) and Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO); a high-level briefing for President Santos and his team in the margins of the UN General Assembly debate; and a presentation of possible mission designs in Bogotá.
The UN and the Colombian government assessed possible models of support, ranging from a small special political mission to a larger peacekeeping operation or a hybrid mission (a UN/regional organization joint mission, or a regional organization mission supported by the UN).
118 The primary reason for a peacekeeping operation would have been to have uniformed and armed personnel available in the mission and to tap the UN's peacekeeping budget. A special political mission would be mainly composed of civilians and unarmed observers and could include a smaller number of military or police advisers. It rapidly became clear that a large peacekeeping mission would be a deal breaker for the government, which was concerned about threats to its sovereignty, and thus the choice was made to request a special political mission.
Once it was clear that a special political mission was preferred, the parties explored the possibilities of having a civilian mission, an unarmed military mission, or a mixed civilian-military mission. Having a mission of unarmed observers not in uniform, in addition to moving away from peacekeeping, was preferred by the government of Colombia; on top of the sovereignty concerns already mentioned, the government wanted to send the message that it did not need to rely on international forces to fill a security vacuum.
119 Mostly at the request of the FARC-EP, which also had reservations vis-à-vis the presence of a multinational force, the parties agreed to a UN mission composed of observers from the countries of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC).
There were also discussions on whether the mission should be integrated. 120 An integrated mission would present a number of advantages. The mission could, for example, tap into the existing knowledge and contacts of agencies in the field, in particular of OHCHR (which has a large presence in the field, with thirteen offices).
121 In addition, similar operations have tended to include human rights issues in their mandates as a matter of course. The Colombian government was nevertheless reticent to have human rights aspects included in the mandate, instead conceiving the role of the UN mission as largely limited to ceasefire and disarmament monitoring.
The government of Colombia was torn between going to the General Assembly or to the Security Council for the mission's mandate. Many in the government, particularly the minister of foreign affairs, María Ángela Holguín, strongly opposed the idea of having Colombia on the agenda of the Security Council and preferred a mandate from the General Assembly, which was perceived as less intrusive.
122 The government, however, weighed a number of considerations, particularly the question of expediency, as a mandate from the Security Council would be processed faster and require a smaller lobbying campaign. Overall, the rapid and unanimous approval by the Security Council of Colombia's request for support sent a signal to the two parties that the UN was strongly engaged to help the peace process succeed.
The fact that the Security Council resolution gave a mandate to the Secretariat to plan a mission while waiting for the final agreement to be signed was also generally viewed as a positive step, particularly in terms of staffing and funding. This helped DPA access funds under the authority of the secretarygeneral despite having limited funds in general. Because of this availability of start-up funds, the Secretariat was able to establish a dedicated team to the mission and carry out essential planning functions;
123 it sent an initial fact-finding team to Colombia from February 3 to 6, 2016, created an interdepartmental planning team at headquarters on February 10 th , and deployed the first advance team to Colombia to support planning on February 26 th , all within six weeks of the resolution being approved.
124 The understanding that the special representative of the secretary-general would report on the way forward after initial planning, as well as after the agreement had been finalized, was also important in allowing for better-phased planning, as recommended by the High-Level Independent Panel on Peace Operations (HIPPO), of which Jean Arnault was a member.
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It remains a concern, however, that the UN's financing arrangements "reduce the flexibility to design mandates that fit the specific needs of a country or context and to transition between various mission models and sizes."
126 Usually, political missions rely on the regular budget (although they can and are supported by specific contributions by donors), while peacekeeping operations have a much larger budget. The UN Mission in Colombia, therefore, is an excellent illustration of the need for flexible peace operations responses based on needs in the field. It also illustrates the need for a single "peace operations account" to provide predictable funding for this flexible response, as HIPPO suggested. In Colombia, such an account could have supported not only the UN but also the parties through the MVM and support to cantonment.
Although the mandate greatly helped in accelerating and securing administrative processes, some UN staff worry that it also generated the impression within the Colombian government that it was receiving a "blank check," meaning that everything it asked for would be granted.
127 This became evident, for example, when, after many months of planning, in June 2016 the Colombian government asked the UN to cover all the expenses related to the upkeep of the FARC-EP members and the staff of the MVM in the transition zones 128 -something the UN was not necessarily equipped, mandated, or financed to do.
122 UN political missions are generally flexible, as they can be mandated by the UN Security Council, at the initiative of the secretary-general through an exchange of letters with the president of the Security Council, or, exceptionally, by the General Assembly (a peacekeeping operation requires a Security Council mandate). There is very little precedent for missions mandated by the General Assembly. The UN General Assembly had mandated a civilian deployment to Guatemala in 1994. In 1997 there was a need for more assistance in demilitarization, but there was little precedent for military personnel-even unarmed observers-to be deployed under a General Assembly mandate. William Stanley, Enabling Peace in Guatemala: The Story of MINUGUA, International Peace Institute (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 2013). 123 Prior to the establishment of a mission it is normally impossible to recruit staff, or even to arrange for people to come on secondment; temporary job openings are expensive, take resources from elsewhere, and establish pervasive dynamics of instability. This decision of the Security Council allowed the mission to recruit people for longer-term positions. The advantages of promptly starting the planning process for the mission were demonstrated when, after the plebiscite, all actors (including the opposition) stressed the need to maintain the cease-fire and highlighted the UN mission's role in achieving this goal. According to people familiar with the negotiations, the day after the plebiscite FARC-EP members of the MVM told their UN colleagues in private that "they better not leave" or the process would fall apart. The fact that the UN mission was already on the ground with dozens of observers helped build confidence in the cease-fire, even as the rest of the peace process seemed in doubt.
Other External Actors
Those supporting negotiation processes often contemplate bringing in external expertise to advise either both or one of the parties at the table. Norway brought around 150 advisers to the table in the course of the four years of the public negotiations. The government worked closely with international experts on peace processes from the secret phase through to the end of the process: Shlomo Ben-Ami (Israel), Dudley Ankerson (UK), Jonathan Powell (UK), William Ury (US), and Joaquín Villalobos (El Salvador). These experts initially met in Bogotá to share lessons, approaches, and experiences from other peace processes around the world. They offered the government solutions and ideas regarding the framing of the agenda, as well as tactical and strategic approaches to the formal talks before they started. Overall, their role was to help the government team in thinking strategically about a number of issues.
129 Apart from this group of advisers, other technical experts were brought in by the government team to assist on specific thematic issues.
The FARC-EP, like the government, brought in Colombian and international experts to assist them. For example, facilitated by Norway, experts came to Havana to share their direct experiences with other peace processes. Arguably, the FARC-EP's main adviser was Enrique Santiago, 130 a Spanish lawyer and member of the Communist Party recognized in the field of human rights, who was brought in to assist the group in negotiations. In time, he became the main legal adviser of the FARC-EP and played a key role in unlocking certain issues. The other central adviser for the FARC-EP was Álvaro Leyva, a Colombian politician and member of the Conservative Party, who had been very close to Iván Márquez and others in the FARC-EP secretariat for many years and was perhaps its most trusted counselor.
In addition to experts brought in by each team, the parties jointly called on various external actors to provide services over the course of the negotiations. Many national and international advisers were brought in to give substantive input on the contents of the accord. For example, the Centro de Pensamiento y Seguimiento a los Diálogos de Paz of the Universidad Nacional in Bogotá provided the parties with technical and political expertise. Other organizations were called in to help build a climate of trust between the parties, as was the case with Norwegian People's Aid and its humanitarian demining pilot project.
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The UN also prepared a series of technical papers that it provided either directly to the parties or to the guarantors. These included a document on early implementation, a study on the impact of peace on the economy produced jointly by the UN Development Programme (UNDP) and CERAC, a Colombian think tank, and a series of brief confidential papers for the parties on human rights, transitional justice, demining, gender aspects of the talks, and children in armed conflict, among other topics. 132 The UN also provided inputs on possible humanitarian and confidence-building measures.
Several other international organizations were central to the peace process. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), for example, played an important role as a neutral intermediary.
It took on this role early on, during the secret phase, when it was instrumental in getting the FARC-EP representatives to the site of the talks. The ICRC was in charge of the necessarily discreet transfers of the delegation in its helicopters, and eventually it transferred as many as fifty persons. Despite this not being a traditional task for the ICRC, it agreed to serve in this capacity as it was indispensable to have a discreet intermediary that had knowledge of the Colombian jungle and could interact with the FARC-EP. The ICRC also produced a number of policy papers for the parties at the negotiating table on issues such as partial humanitarian agreements, forced disappearances, and demobilization.
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From the start of the talks between the Colombian government and the FARC-EP, US support was consistent but distant. The diplomatic opening to Cuba in December 2014 eased, both politically and diplomatically, the presence of a US government representative in Havana on a mission unrelated to the bilateral relationship with Cuba.
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On February 20, 2015, Bernie Aronson, who had previously assisted with peace efforts in Nicaragua and El Salvador, was appointed as US special envoy to the peace process. Both President Santos-who had requested a more direct role for the US-and the FARC-EP welcomed his appointment.
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The clear sign that the US was supporting the process was important to both parties, and Aronson provided a particularly useful channel to convey reactions Washington could have to the terms of the agreement. The accord includes some points that have a direct impact on US-Colombia relations, such as the possibility of considering drug trafficking a political crime, the possible request to extradite FARC-EP members, and the FARC-EP's request to pardon "Simón Trinidad," one of its members who is in jail in the US. 136 Moreover, the American electoral timetable put pressure on the process, as the parties wanted to sign an agreement before the end of the Obama administration.
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Germany and the European Union also appointed special envoys to the peace process.
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Tom Koenigs, the German special envoy, was appointed on April 2, 2015, shortly after Berlin had implemented an important shift in its foreign policy on conflict prevention. Koenigs went to Colombia every two months and gave support especially on two issues: transitional justice and demining. He reported to the German legislature every six months to generate further support for new collaborations between Germany and Colombia.
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The appointment of the EU's special envoy, Eamon Gilmore, on November 11, 2015, was intended to deepen EU support to Colombia, relay information, and coordinate all the EU's work in the country. The envoy's main strategic role was to prepare the terrain for EU support to the implementation of the agreement, in part by supporting the preparations of a trust fund for post-conflict implementation. 140 Gilmore played a central role in starting the process to delist the FARC-EP as a terrorist organization once the agreement was nearly finalized.
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All three of these special envoys-from the US, Germany, and the EU-were sent with the intention of supporting both the negotiation process and the implementation of the eventual peace agreement. They were yet another symbol of international support. Although substantive contributions were limited, the political weight behind them (in particular the US envoy) and the promises to help during the implementation phase gave greater solidity to the process.
It is interesting to note the absence of the Organization of American States (OAS) in the process, despite the Colombian government's interest in it having a bigger role, especially given the existence of the OAS Mission to Support the Peace Process in Colombia (MAPP-OEA).
142 The FARC-EP, however, was highly suspicious of the OAS, probably in line with Cuba's skepticism, given the prominent role the US plays in the organization. Nonetheless, the US Agency for International Development (USAID) has been the biggest donor supporting peace initiatives in Colombia, providing hundreds of millions of dollars to IOM and other state and civilian counterparts.
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Other international actors played a technical role during the negotiations by providing expert advice during the talks, which resulted in them having specific roles in the implementation of the agreement. The International Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ), for example, provided briefings to both parties in Bogotá and Havana, as well as technical publications addressing a number of key issues on the theme of victims. 144 It also convened forums such as a conference on truth commissions co-hosted with the Kofi Annan Foundation in Bogotá.
145 ICTJ was then given an implementing and monitoring role relating to transitional justice and victims in the implementation phase.
The Netherlands Institute for Multiparty Democracy (NIMD), which had been running projects in Colombia on political participation and provided direct support to political parties, was formally asked by the government and FARC-EP in July 2016 to help select experts to form the Special Electoral Mission (alongside the Carter Center and the political science departments of the Universidad Nacional and Universidad de Los Andes). This mission was intended to study and give recommendations on electoral reforms in Colombia. 146 The University of Notre Dame's Kroc Institute for Peace Studies, which provided policy papers on peace agreements during the process, was also given responsibility in technical verification and monitoring of the implementation of the accord through its Peace Accords Matrix Barometer initiative.
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As discussed earlier, the international community as a whole was central to the Havana peace process. It is clear, however, that the government involved the international community as part of an "à la carte" approach, parceling out or requesting specific and limited roles while retaining control over the process at all times. Overall, the wide range of individuals and organizations involved in the process enabled it to work well-it was a process with multiple actors that played different but complementary roles.
Beyond this technical and financial assistance, the international community, crucially, brought symbolic support and visibility to the peace talks. The government, which understood it would face internal resistance, may also have chosen to capitalize on international support to help convince Colombians of the validity of the process. Although it is difficult to assess whether the focus on international support diverted attention from building support in Colombia, it is certain that it was not sufficient to convince society as a whole to back the process.
Key Issues
There were three decisions made by the government that were particularly influential in the way the peace process developed and how Colombian society perceived it: (1) to proceed with dialogue in the midst of the war; (2) to have limited participation of civil society during the talks; and (3) to bring the result of the talks to a popular vote through a plebiscite.
CEASE-FIRE
The negotiations were conducted from the outset without a bilateral cease-fire between the government and the FARC-EP. This was a deliberate choice by the government, which had several motivations. First, it was concerned that the FARC-EP might use a cease-fire to reorganize and strengthen militarily, as it did during the El Caguán negotiations.
Second, the government was convinced of the need to show its strength and determination both to the FARC-EP and to the public. It feared that a cease-fire "would give oxygen to sectors of society who are opposed to peace negotiations."
148 Because the government came into the negotiations from a position of military strength, it wanted to make sure that this would translate into a position of strength at the negotiating table.
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Third, President Santos was also under pressure from those within the armed forces who were extremely reticent to the idea of a bilateral ceasefire (and indeed skeptical of the whole peace process) and keen on continuing military pressure. He therefore insisted that a bilateral cease-fire would wait until the end of the process, although the FARC-EP pushed for precisely the opposite.
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It must be noted that, while sectors of the military were opposed to the peace process and exerted pressure on Santos during the negotiations, the chiefs of the armed forces played a positive role both during the talks (at the table and in the technical subcommission on ending the conflict) and in the days leading up to the plebiscite, publicly advocating for a "yes" vote.
Faced with an increasingly skeptical audience in Colombia, the FARC-EP announced a first unilateral cease-fire in December 2014. 151 In July 2015 the FARC-EP began a new unilateral cease-fire, and in October 2015 it announced it had stopped all military training of its combatants and was now actively preparing them for demobilization and legal political activity.
The decision to continue the war while discussing peace, though it had justifications, risked alienating Colombians further. 152 Indeed, continued acts of violence undermined public support for the dialogue and affected the climate at the negotiating table. In addition to diminishing the humanitarian costs, cease-fires during peace processes can signal "the parties' formal commitment to resolve their dispute peacefully," help reduce uncertainty about actions and intentions, and help prevent accidents. 153 Some analysts believe that public opinion could have been much more favorable and inclined toward the talks had there been a bilateral truce earlier on and had both sides pursued de-escalation measures. This reflects the notion that a "ceasefire is not an either/or question, but rather a confidence-building process."
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INCLUSIVITY
One of the most divisive questions regarding the Havana peace process relates to how participatory it was. Interestingly, almost all of the international actors and government civil servants interviewed for this paper argued that it was "perhaps the most participatory process ever in history" and even that it had "exhausted the possibilities of participation."
155 Many Colombian analysts, however, were highly critical of the efforts to bring external input into the discussions.
Besides the online platform created by the government to receive proposals from citizens, 156 the most formal spaces for participation were the regional working tables and the forums for citizen participation. 157 In late 2012, Colombia's congressional Peace Commission, in particular Senators Iván Cepeda and Gloria Inés Ramírez, asked UNDP for help organizing local consultations in an effort to bring the conversations taking place in Cuba closer to Colombian citizens. UNDP then organized working tables in all thirty-two departments of Colombia focused on three of the six items on the peace agenda: agrarian development, political participation, and illicit crop cultivation.
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UNDP then systematized the proposals resulting from all the consultations and gave them to the president of Colombia's Congress and to the Cuban and Norwegian envoys, 159 who submitted them to the parties for consideration.
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Shortly after, the government and the FARC-EP asked the Office of the UN Resident Coordinator, Fabrizio Hochschild, to convene forums for citizen participation-essentially larger versions of the regional working tables. 161 The UN organized these forums jointly with the Universidad Nacional's Centro de Pensamiento y Seguimiento a los Diálogos de Paz, per the request of the FARC-EP, which saw the university as an ideological counterbalance to the UN. 162 The first forum, held in December 2012, focused on agrarian development policy and brought together 1,200 participants who met over three days and produced more than 400 proposals. 163 In January 2013, the UN resident coordinator brought a synthesized conclusion from this forum to the parties in Havana, who requested that the organizers convene a second forum on political participation (starting April 2013). Forums on illegal drugs (September-October 2013) and victims (September 2014) followed a similar format.
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The forums provided a space for the negotiations to include civil society inputs, but also for the talks to be better explained to civil society actors. 165 It is difficult to ascertain with confidence how many of the proposals that came out of the working tables and forums were discussed in Havana or incorporated into the final accord. A UN staffer who worked closely on the process affirmed that around 73 percent of the proposals were included in the final accord. Government functionaries were divided; while some who were present in the drafting commission told us the group would constantly go back to review the proposals sent to the parties, others admitted to having mostly ignored these documents as time went by and the rhythm of the negotiations became more demanding.
Many Colombian observers, however, dismiss these forums as merely symbolic posturing. They convened actors that were already supportive of the peace process and did not include either those sectors opposing it or newer civil society actors that were not yet mobilized. 166 In terms of the absence of those who opposed the process, this was not for lack of trying on the part of the organizers; it is well documented that the UN and the Universidad Nacional tried to convince these (mostly rightleaning) sectors to attend the forums, but to no avail. 167 This was probably the first indication that a cross-sector national dialogue in support of a peace process would not be possible. In terms of who was actually present, the organizers tried to strike a balance, convening all the organizations that had a national presence and ensuring that 30 percent of participants came from rural areas.
168 But with extremely short time frames, the UN and Universidad Nacional ended up mobilizing sectors that were already supportive of the talks. In the end, it was difficult to gauge whether the forums helped change the views of a broader set of people than traditional supporters. Besides the mechanisms already described, several civil society organizations had the opportunity to meet with the parties, not only to provide expert advice-as previously described-but to advocate for their constituencies or to include certain issues in the accord. For example, in May 2013, a group of civil society organizations, led by Viva la Ciudadanía, met with the high commissioner for peace, Sergio Jaramillo, and others in his staff to request that the process "continue to be confidential but stop being clandestine." 169 This request to open lines of communication both ways was positively received by the government, and visits to Cuba, while still highly controlled, increased.
A particularly interesting example is the participation of the Afro-Colombian and indigenous communities. The three biggest organizations representing these ethnic minorities came together to form the Ethnic Commission for Peace and the Defense of Territorial Rights with the sole purpose of lobbying the parties at the table for increased participation in the process. 170 They argued that they deserved to directly participate in the process because they had particularly suffered during the conflict and their constitutionally defended autonomy was being threatened. 171 The Ethnic Commission's proposal for the creation of a subcommission focused on these issues was not accepted in Havana. The government argued that there were other, already established channels where these minorities could bring their demands. Underlying this argument was the fear that the ethnic organizations, traditionally vocal actors within the left, would find an easy ally in the FARC-EP at the negotiating table.
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Despite this reluctance, and thanks to a campaign to pressure the parties, which mobilized the Black Caucus in the US Congress and multiple actors within Colombia, the Ethnic Commission, along with a handful of other indigenous and AfroColombian organizations, had an audience with the parties at the table on June 27, 2016. In this meeting, the government and the FARC-EP agreed to create a space to receive input from these ethnic minorities on issues that might impact their communities.
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Representatives from these organizations started working in Bogotá in the hope of inserting their perspective throughout all of the agreed text, as the gender subcommission had done. As this process was developing, however, President Santos decided to accelerate the negotiations, beginning the socalled conclave stage (described earlier). It was in this context that representatives from the Ethnic Commission and a few other organizations that had been working with the government ended up traveling to Havana on August 24, 2016, hours before the final agreement was announced in Cuba. 174 This rushed process meant that the representatives from the ethnic groups were the only civil society representatives who sat at the table to negotiate and draft a chapter of the final agreement. In spite of this access, the leadership of the indigenous and Afro-Colombian communities resented the rushed nature of their participation. While they were important voices in supporting the "yes" vote, tensions with the government remain high.
While the heightened interaction of the parties, in particular the FARC-EP, with different sectors of Colombian society is overwhelmingly seen as having had a positive impact, it still fell short of a truly participatory process. There was no mechanism for direct dialogue with most Colombians and no real opportunity to build in and follow up with civil society-what Virginia Bouvier of the US Institute of Peace describes as the absence of a "feedback loop."
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PLEBISCITE
The decision by President Santos to hold a plebiscite to have the Colombian people approve or reject the peace accord proved to be arguably the most consequential of all his decisions during the process. Santos decided to gauge public support this way not because he was legally compelled to do so, but to provide the accord with a stamp of legitimacy. As we have discussed throughout this paper, Santos had been much more successful in convincing the international community than his own people of the benefits of signing the accord. The distance of the process from Colombian daily life, which was essential for achieving a final agreement, also damaged the ownership Colombians felt over the process; in the words of Juanita León, director of the online news portal La Silla Vacía, "Everything that contributed to the advancement of the process was lethal for the result of the plebiscite."
There are a multitude of factors that contributed to the "no" vote wining by a narrow margin. As is often the case with plebiscites, the low level of approval of President Santos was certainly a factor; 176 the opposition successfully turned the plebiscite into an approval contest between President Santos and former President Uribe, and many rejected the accord more as a sign of dislike of the government than anything else. Many, in fact, argued that Santos's sole purpose in pushing for the agreement was to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. That the second round of negotiations after the defeat in the plebiscite came to an end a few days before the announcement of the prize only served to cement that impression for many observers. 177 The high level of abstention (63 percent of the population did not vote) probably also helped "no" win; with polls giving a wide margin to "yes" and the lack of enthusiasm around the issue, many did not feel compelled to vote.
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The arguments of the "no" campaign were varied. Some refused to forgive the FARC-EP for its long history of crimes against the Colombian people and argued that this kind of negotiation ends up rewarding those who opt for violence. Others rejected the specific contents of the agreement, accusing it of consolidating impunity or even of attacking Colombia's capitalist and democratic system. Curiously, a homophobic reaction to some educational materials that were unrelated to the peace process ended up having a significant impact on the vote. In August 2016, the Ministry of Education (led at the time by an openly gay woman, Gina Parody) produced, together with the UN Population Fund (UNFPA), UNICEF, and UNDP, some leaflets aimed at reducing bullying of LGBT children in schools. These leaflets, which addressed gender identity in a very progressive way, produced a strong reaction from some conservative and religious sectors of society. This debate coincided with a new legislative initiative to prohibit adoption by people who are gay, single, or widowed. The campaign for "no," which had active participation from Christian churches, took advantage of these two polarizing issues to claim that the peace agreement was attempting to alter the traditional understanding of families in Colombia. This mobilized many voters on an issue that was essentially unrelated to the content of the accord.
With the accord being over 297 pages long, it is safe to assume that only a small percentage of the population read it in its totality. In an interview, Juan Carlos Vélez, one of the coordinators of the "no" campaign, admitted to a journalist that the campaign had misrepresented some of its messages in order to mobilize voters. He described how it focused not on the contents of the agreement but instead used messages that angered voters: that Colombia would have the same fate as Venezuela if the accord was approved, that the demobilized FARC-EP members would have higher salaries than most workers, or that pensions would be reduced in order to support the demobilized insurgents.
Even if misleading, the "no" campaign was very effective, while the government's efforts to get out the "yes" vote have been characterized as lazy, ineffective, and disconnected from the public's perspective. Supporters of the peace process have accused the government of not having shown true political commitment to defending the negotiations inside Colombia from day one, while devoting much more attention to gaining international support. They cite, for example, the fact that Minister of Defense Juan Carlos Pinzón (2011-2015) spoke in very harsh terms (that were resonant of Uribe's language) both of the FARC-EP and of the peace negotiations for years, while no one from the government presented a solid defense of the negotiations to Colombians. While there was certainly a political strategy behind this decision, having De la Calle as the sole spokesperson for the process for so long had a tremendous cost for its legitimacy and popular support. Journalist Juanita León joked that a sign of the "yes" campaign's lack of seriousness was that its main strategy was to ask Colombia, a country with a poor reading tradition, to read 300 pages.
An electoral analysis of the plebiscite vote shows some important tendencies. While the center of the country voted "no" (with the exception of some big cities such as Bogotá, Cali, and Barranquilla), the periphery-which has been more systematically affected by the war-for the most part voted "yes." Similarly, the economists Leopoldo Fergusson and Carlos Molina found that the poorest sectors of the country (measured according to the multidimensional poverty index) overwhelmingly voted "yes," while the richest areas mostly voted "no."
179 Several analyses also indicated a relationship between the presence of the state and the vote; in those areas where the state is more absent, citizens mostly voted "yes."
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This electoral analysis strengthens the argument that, because the conflict had been relegated to the more remote areas of the country, it was not a priority concern for many Colombians.
181 Those who supported ending the war through negotiations were not able to convince the majority of the country that this peace agreement was important enough to shake their disenchantment with politics or that the agreement would indeed usher in better times.
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Conclusion
Was the Havana peace process successful? This paper argues that, in spite of the political blow that came with the result of the plebiscite, the process was indeed successful in that it managed to achieve its main goal: to convince the FARC-EP to voluntarily set aside its weapons and start the transition to becoming a political party. This was not a foregone conclusion: even if the FARC-EP had demonstrated strong political commitment to the negotiations-especially by continuing with the process after the armed forces killed its commander, Alfonso Cano-it was very hesitant to disarm. A long history of assassinations of demobi-lized ex-combatants and the close links between sectors of the state and right-wing paramilitaries were some of the reasons the FARC-EP was hesitant to lay down its weapons.
The government delegation to Havana, then, deserves much credit for placing the end of the armed conflict as the central goal to be achieved. It also convinced the FARC-EP that the end of the armed struggle was a necessary step toward resolving many of the injustices that are the root causes of the conflict. To be sure, the peace process was significantly weakened by the plebiscite result and by the impossibility of achieving a new accord that had the support of at least some of the political forces behind the "no" vote. The political costs of the last months of 2016 must not be underestimated, and the weak political mandate will be a tremendous burden for the implementation of the agreement, which unfolds, increasingly, in the runup to presidential and legislative elections in 2018.
The process was designed after a thorough and conscientious study of the lessons learned from past Colombian peace processes, particularly the negotiations of El Caguán (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) . A number of the process's resulting characteristics helped achieve its successful resolution, although others did not.
Location:
The government knew the process should be outside Colombia to avoid having to demilitarize an area inside the country (as during El Caguán). In that sense, Cuba proved to be the perfect location: far enough away to remove the negotiations from the daily occurrences of politics and war but close enough that the government delegation and others could fly back and forth with relative ease. The geographical distance, however, also meant that Colombians had little sense of ownership over the process. This, together with the fact that the violence produced by the conflict was concentrated in the periphery of the country, contributed to a lack of public engagement with the talks until very late in the process.
Agenda:
The entire El Caguán process was spent negotiating the agenda. This happened, in part, because the FARC-EP's "Shared Agenda for Change toward a New Colombia" had twelve issues and forty-eight sub-issues. This unrealistically long and ambitious agenda included many issues the public believed should not be settled in a negotiation with an insurgent group, including the country's economic model and reforms to the justice and political systems. The government knew that a successful negotiation would need to be grounded in a short, realistic list of issues. The agreed final agenda included three substantive questions of historical importance to the FARC-EP-agrarian development, political participation, and illicit drugs-and three instrumental pointsvictims' rights (including transitional justice), an end to the conflict, and implementation, verification, and endorsement of the agreement.
Structure:
The peace process mechanics consisted of numerous mechanisms and spaces that worked simultaneously. Many of the people interviewed for this paper credit Sergio Jaramillo with having been able to coordinate and, even more importantly, control how each of the pieces fit together to form a complete puzzle. This did not always work; a number of times, for example, President Santos intervened directly, either creating a new space (such as the legal subcommission) or altering the process dynamics (such as during the conclaves) to accelerate the resolution of some issue. Overall, the diverse channels of communication facilitated achieving an agreement, but they often made some of the parties or actors involved uncomfortable. One of the issues that had negative repercussions on the talks was how long they took. The FARC-EP often said it was in no rush, while the government was often pressuring for a faster pace and announced several deadlines that were not met. Having sequential rather than parallel negotiations contributed to the delay, which came at high political costs for the process.
Limited participation: El Caguán saw a continuous parade of journalists, experts, and sympathizers coming in and out of the talks, and the Santos administration wanted to avoid this at all costs. Cuba provided not only the geographical distance that would discourage many from coming but also tight control over who came and went. To this, the parties added an unprecedented level of secrecy during the initial year of the negotiations. With time, and under pressure from the public, the process slowly opened to the participation of experts and welcomed members of the press and civil society. Even then, however, participation was controlled and limited. While this facilitated the negotiations themselves, it came at a huge political cost: most Colombians felt removed from the process and were not invested in its fate. Even more seriously, the closed nature of the process allowed the opposition to create a false narrative ("the country was being given to the FARC-EP"; "the accords turned Colombia into a communist country") that took hold among wide sectors of the public.
International actors in a process "for Colombians, by Colombians": The government tightly controlled the role that international actors played in the peace process.
183 While it went out of its way to involve many international institutions and to gather support from the international community, the government parceled out the roles they would play. It was clear from the beginning that the Santos administration did not want external actors playing the traditional role of mediators. This was, in part, a reaction to what it saw as the disastrous intervention of the UN during El Caguán. It also wanted to make sure that the government's military advantage translated into strength at the negotiating table and was convinced that a neutral mediator would try to erase that advantage by treating the two parties as equals.
There are five international actors that played a central role in the process. Cuba and Norway, as the guarantor countries, are credited with much of the success of the process. Cuba was not only an excellent host, dealing with the complicated logistics of the talks, but was also essential in pressuring the FARC-EP to sit at the table. Norway funded much of the process and brought to the table its extensive experience in peace diplomacy. The presence at the table of Norway and Cuba ensured that the parties were held to their commitments, helped foster confidence, and contributed to solving serious crises that brought the process to the brink of collapse.
Venezuela and Chile, as accompanying countries, had a less central role in the substance of the negotiations but provided a much needed show of regional support to the talks. Venezuela was particularly important because of the close links between Caracas and the FARC-EP. President
Chávez and, to a lesser extent, his successor President Maduro are credited with convincing the FARC-EP to negotiate and with providing indispensable support from the exploratory talks through to the end of the process.
The United Nations also played a significant role in the talks. Colombia has what can be described as a "love-hate" relationship with the UN. On the one hand, the UN system has a significant presence throughout the country, with more than 2,000 staffers and a history of important programs and contributions to the understanding of the conflict. Many UN agencies are also funded in part by the Colombian government and are often partners with national and local authorities in a range of projects. On the other hand, Colombia has also been resistant to what is perceived as the "interventionist" side of the UN. Colombia shares with the rest of Latin America a strong appreciation of its sovereignty and still resents the sense that the international community increasingly viewed the country as a failed state in the early 2000s. In fact, Colombian diplomats had until last year a long history of refusing to see the country on the agenda of the Security Council because of the perceived invitation for international scrutiny.
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This thorny relationship between the government and the UN was complicated even further by the FARC-EP's own suspicions regarding the international organization, which it initially saw as an ally of the government and a tool of imperialism. It is in this context that the participation of the UN increased gradually. It began with very specific requests to the Office of the Resident Coordinator (such as to organize regional working tables and forums), then an invitation to participate in the subcommission on ending the conflict. Eventually, the UN was asked to create a special political mission to monitor and verify the laying down of arms, to be part of the tripartite monitoring and verification mechanism, and to send a second mission to verify the reintegration of ex-combatants and ensure their protection. This places the UN at the center of the implementation of the peace accord for years to come.
The final peace agreement between the government and the FARC-EP explicitly requests the support of various UN agencies during the implementation phase: the FAO and UNDP on rural land reform; UNDP and the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) on reintegration of ex-combatants; OHCHR on security guarantees for former combatants, victims' rights (together with the UN Refugee Agency), and the situation of FARC-EP members in jail; UNODC on the dismantling of criminal organizations and illicit drugs; and UN Women on gender mainstreaming across the implementation of the agreement. These requests do not necessarily reflect the full potential of UN support for the implementation phase.
The search for legitimacy: The Colombian government was much more effective at raising international support for the peace process than at convincing its own people about the importance of the agreement with the FARC-EP. There is no clearer sign of this than the announcement of President Santos's Nobel Peace Prize just five days after the accord was rejected in the polls. The campaign in support of the process came late and was woefully inadequate. It relied on people reading a 300-page long, very complex agreement and was unable to undo the successful efforts of the opposition to turn the plebiscite into a vote on Santos's popularity. It was also unable to humanize the FARC-EP, which previous governments, the US, and even sectors of the Santos administration had portrayed as evil terrorists. In the words of a diplomat very familiar with the case, "There were eight years of demonization, three years of ambiguity, and six months of outreach."
The signing of the peace agreement between the government of Colombia and the FARC-EP already has led to a reduction in violence. The homicide rate in 2016 was the lowest in forty-two years.
185 The challenges, however, are immense, from concrete issues such as making sure Congress approves the laws necessary to properly start the implementation process to huge tasks such as finding roads to reconciliation after a conflict that has left 220,000 dead, 80,000 missing, and more than 7 million displaced. The support of the international community will be indispensable in the years to come, but it will not suffice on its own. It will be in the hands of the next government (elected in 2018) to make sure the Havana process is a solid foundation for a stable and long-lasting peace.
